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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks. However, a student

should attempt at least one question from

each Section. Any data if missing can be

Section D

7. Discuss the procedure for calculating fire load

as per Indian Standards IS : 1641. Also, classify

buildings and fire zones accordingly. 15

8. Discuss possible measures for prevention of

chemical hazards. How MIS contributes

significantly in prevention of chemical

hazards ? 15
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suitably assumed. Use of scientific calculator

is allowed.

Section A

1. (a) Detail the differences among the

following : 9

(i) Disaster and hazards

(ii) Preparedness and Rehabilitation

(iii) Risk and Vulnerability.

(b) Discuss various classifications of Disaster

with examples. 6

2. Discuss the advantages of early warning with

reference of cyclone Phailin which struck the

coastal lines of Orissa on 12 thOct., 2013. 15

Section B

3. What is Disaster Mangement Act, 2015 ?

Explain the suggested structure for disaster

management and role of its constitutional

bodies. 15

4. How are cyclones named ? What are guidelines

as per Indian Standards for construction and

structural measures with reference of cyclone

resistance structure ? 15

Section C

5. (a) Differentiate among the following

waves : 2×5

(i) Primary

(ii) Rayleigh

(iii) Long

(iv) Richter

(v) Mercalli Intensity Scales.

(b) Discuss strengthening measures for brick

masonry structures a per Indian Standard

guidelines against earthquake. 5

6. Explain the characteristic features of Tsunami.

What were the main reasons of heavy

casualities which India faced during the

Tsunami on 26th , Dec., 2004 ? 15
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